Abstract-In this paper, a new method for developing smart parameterized generators for analogue devices is presented. A device is an atomic analogue cell that performs an elementary and standard function such as the differential pair and the current mirror. A device is smart since it can be electrically and physically adapted. In the proposed method, the device sizes and biases are first computed using dedicated sizing operators based on the MOS transistor model and the foundry Design Kit. Once transistor sizes are computed, they are fed to a layout generation tool which offers different layout styles for the same device. The layout is generated with the layout dependent parasitics, including stress effects. These parasitics are then taken into account by the sizing operators. Therefore a loop between sizing and layout generation can be set and executed until the device specifications are met. The method is applied to a differential pair with several layout styles and two distinct technologies.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ultimate objective for today's analog EDA flows is to provide a library of atomic analogue cells integrating a tight link between accurate electrical sizing and nanometric layout generation. These atomic cells should provide a wide range of layout styles and aspect ratios. It is expected that these libraries can handle efficiently the problem of technology porting. Solving the problem of porting is of great interest to the mixed-signal System-On-Chip market. Lots of studies have proposed partial solutions to the porting problem. Some studies focused on the layout-aware issues [1] - [7] , others on technology porting [8] - [13] , others on the MOS modeling [14] - [17] and their relations to the stress and proximity effects [18] - [20] .
To our knowledge, very few number of tools provide the designer with a fast and accurate way to realize different layouts for the same analogue atomic function. A remarkable progress has been made by CIRANOVA [21] which develops parameterized cells in Python Language, known as PyCells. PyCells deliver physical views in OpenAccess [22] which is Cadence standard and interoperable database. Many EDA startups have invested in developing OpenAccess native applications. OpenAccess is currently being pushed as a standard database for the EDA industry. OpenAccess assures interoperability, speed, usability. Yet, interoperability standards still need to be agreed upon for this to be true.
In this paper, we propose a novel methodology that allows to size and bias an atomic analogue cell (device) and generate different layout styles very seamlessly. The idea is to well characterize the electrical and the physical parameters of the device to meet functional and robustness constraints [23] . Based on [24] , sizing and biasing operators are coupled in a loop with very fast nanometric layout generation tool that allows to describe device layouts in Python. The sizing operators propose sizes to the layout generation tool. This in turn realizes the layout for a given style. Then it computes physical sizes, stress effects as well as layout dependent parameters. These are then fed back to the sizing operator to be taken into account in the next iteration. We show that the flow is very simple and achieves satisfactory results in a matter of seconds. The advantage of the proposed flow is to couple seamlessly and in a procedural manner both transistor sizing and nanometric layout generation, with strong focus on the device intrinsic performance.
The paper is organized as follows: section II introduces the device definition and the coupling between sizing and layout generation. Section III presents the results of the technology migration from 130 nm CMOS technology to 65nm CMOS technology for different layout styles. Finally, section IV concludes the paper.
II. COUPLING SIZING AND LAYOUT
A. The device sizing and layout features 1) Device Definition: A device is defined as an atomic analogue function realized by a small set of transistors. The motivation to build a device is the following: the analogue electrical behavior of the set of transistors requires a dedicated layout with strong geometrical and robustness constraints. Therefore the layout of the transistor's set has to be designed as a whole. A typical library of analogue devices contains: a folded transistor, a differential pair, a current mirror and a cross coupled pair. Each device may have different layout styles. Here we will study four different styles of the differential pair in Fig.1 : interdigitated, symmetrical, 2D common centroid and M2 module [1] .
The goal of the device is to provide an electrical realization along with a physical realization (layout) of an atomic behavior annotated with all the layout dependent parameters.
The device is a smart object, since it has two main features: on one hand a set of methods to study the electrical behavior and on the other hand a set of methods to generate a layout. 
2) Electrical Operation:
To offer a large possible choice to the designer, the device comes with an electrical API. This API consists of a set of operators. These operators have two goals: the first set is dedicated to size the device according to some input specification and the second one is dedicated to analyze in details the electrical behavior of the device, taking into account all the details of physical realization.
Sizing and biasing operators are based on the transistor compact model equations. Operators are used in both sizing and analysis phases. In the sizing phase, the operator computes unknown widths and biases (Table I , where V EG = V GS − V T H ) according to input parameters set by the designer. A sizing operator computes ei-
, where f W and f V GS are two partial inverse functions of the compact model
Sizing operators use simulator encapsulation [24] , ensuring accurate computed results. During the analysis phase, the OPIDS operator is used to compute the current as well as the small signal parameters taking into account the layout dependent parameters. 
3) Layout generation:
The sizing phase in the device design process results in electrical sizes width and lengths (W e and L e ). These data are then used to generate the layout. The shape of the device layout is controlled by the following parameters: W ph , L ph , layout style (interdigitated, symmetric, 2D common-centroid, M2 module) and the process design rules. A dedicated Python API has been developed to describe the device layout. For each device, in addition to the method describing the layout, three special methods have been developed to compute the layout dependent parameters of Figure 2 illustrates how the operators and the layout method are used to implement a device while respecting specifications. In the first step, given the temperature, the biasing current I DS , the overdrive gate voltage V EG , the drain voltage V D , the gate voltage V G , the bulk voltage V B and the transistor length L, the operator OPVS is used to compute the electrical width W e , the source voltage V S and the threshold voltage V T H . The width W e , length L e , number of fingers M and layout style are given to the layout generator. Once the layout is generated, the actual physical width W ph and length L ph as well as the layout dependent parameters (diffusion zone, stress and routing) are available. An accurate characterization, including the actual physical realization, is performed using the OPIDS operator that provides the actual I DS and the small signal parameters for the purpose verification.
B. The design flow
Here, we choose to take the g m as a specification in the case of the differential pair. If the g m value does not meet the specification, a loop is set to adjust the biasing current till the specifications are achieved. After convergence, the final layout is then realized.
Note that in the flow, all parameters varies, except the layout style and the number of fingers that are kept invariant in this loop.
III. RESULTS

A. Differential Pair Design and Migration
In this section, we present some design results of the differential pair (Fig. 1 ) using the flow of Fig. 2 in CMOS 65nm technology. First, we start to design a differential pair in a CMOS 130nm technology. The first goal is to design a differential pair with the assumption: I DS , V EG ,V D , V G , V B and the transistor length L (set to 3.L min ), are known. The three steps of the flow (Fig. 2) are executed without the need to use the loop. The design is performed for 4 different layout styles with 4 fingers. The resulting g m is computed, including the effect of the physical realization and equal to 0.37m.S . Then, the technology porting is performed. Using the same design flow (Fig. 2) , with the same operators and the same layout generator and changing the technology files by the CMOS 65nm ones (transistor MOS model and design rules), the goal is to design a differential pair with the same target g m obtained for the CMOS 130nm technology. Some authors [8] - [13] have tried to solve the technology porting issues by guessing some scaling parameters and deriving the new transistors sizes accordingly. Such scaling is not appropriate in the case of nanometric MOS technologies. Rules to define scaling parameters are not easy to elaborate and we experienced that the design flow (Fig. 2) , with loop execution, is a more accurate solution. The results of the loop execution is presented in the case of the four layout styles, Table II for the  interdigitated style, Table III for the symmetrical, Table IV  for the M2-module style and Table V for the 2D commoncentroid. The Iter parameter is the number of iteration in the loop, W ph is the transistor width, I DS is the drain current biasing the transistor, g m is the transistor transconductance and sa and sb are the stress parameters defined by the BSIM4 model. The corresponding layouts are presented in Fig. 3  (interdigitated), Fig. 4 (M2 module), Fig. 5 (2D commoncentroid) and Fig. 6 (symmetrical) respectively.
The tables show that the differences between the layout styles, resulting in different layout dependent parameters, have been well captured by the flow. Yet, for a given layout style, a given number of transistor's fingers, a given transistor's length, the lateral stress parameters are constant versus the finger width. 
B. Differential Pair Migration Analysis
Let us take the example of the differential pair with 2D Common Centroid style Table V . After all the loop iterations to get the required g m , we can get many information about the electrical and the physical parameters in CMOS 65 nm technology such as the electrical intrinsic capacitances: C gs = 2.39f F , C ds = 1.16f F , C gd = 0.558f F , C gb = 0.37f F , etc 
... Also the physical parasitic routing capacitances:
.. related to the net gate 'G', drain 'D' and source 'S' respectively. We can calculate similarly the transition frequency defined as:
The overall computation time for the optimization loop is around 6s (1s for the sizing, 5s for layout generation). The average number of iterations is less than 30.
Sizing and migration results are compared in Table VI for 2D common centroid layout style. The computed width is decreased while migrating from 130 nm to 65 nm, however the current increases. Capacitances are also decreased. g m is maintained during migrating.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new method for developing smart parameterized generators for analogue devices has been presented. The interaction between the transistor sizing and the layout generation of the device has been illustrated in the case of the differential pair. Four different layout styles have been compared. The tight coupling between the transistor sizing and the layout generation has been used to solve the process migration challenge for devices. The proposed method allows the designer to select the most convenient device layout style for given specifications. The results showed the efficiency of the proposed method. As a future work, the proposed method will be extended to allow a seamless coupling between circuit level sizing and layout generation, taking into account intrinsic device performance.
